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The Factual BackgroundThe Factual Background

In 2002, PharmCo hired 5 new drug In 2002, PharmCo hired 5 new drug 
interaction specialists to conduct patient interaction specialists to conduct patient 
trials on a potential breakthrough drugtrials on a potential breakthrough drug

The employees were hired during a period The employees were hired during a period 
of high turnover in PharmCo’s R&D of high turnover in PharmCo’s R&D 
departmentdepartment

Rushed process to get new employees Rushed process to get new employees 
laptops and RIM deviceslaptops and RIM devices



More FactsMore Facts

3 of the 5 employees get laptops 3 of the 5 employees get laptops 
containing data from former employees containing data from former employees 
resident on drives, including PHIresident on drives, including PHI

2 of the 5 employees elect to use their 2 of the 5 employees elect to use their 
own RIM devices rather than PharmCo own RIM devices rather than PharmCo 
supplied devicessupplied devices



3 of the 5 employees leave to join a new, 3 of the 5 employees leave to join a new, 
competing companycompeting company

Laptops are confiscated upon their departureLaptops are confiscated upon their departure

After a few months, word begins to spread via After a few months, word begins to spread via 
Internet message boards that the competing Internet message boards that the competing 
company will be announcing new drug and company will be announcing new drug and 
results of extensive patient trials (same type results of extensive patient trials (same type 
as PharmCo is developing and set to as PharmCo is developing and set to 
announce)announce)

One Year LaterOne Year Later



PharmCo SuspicionsPharmCo Suspicions

CEO of PharmCo wants to know who is CEO of PharmCo wants to know who is 
posting the message, and whether posting the message, and whether 
former employees stole confidential former employees stole confidential 
data and/or are being assisted bydata and/or are being assisted by
2 remaining employees2 remaining employees

He wants investigation, and demands it He wants investigation, and demands it 
be fast, thorough and quietbe fast, thorough and quiet



InvestigationInvestigation

ExternalExternal
PrePre--litigation discovery optionslitigation discovery options

InternalInternal
Have IS staff check audit logs for big Have IS staff check audit logs for big 
file transfers, max out firewall rule setsfile transfers, max out firewall rule sets
Review exchange servers for eReview exchange servers for e--mailmail
Forensic review of employee (and Forensic review of employee (and 
former) laptopsformer) laptops



Investigative IssuesInvestigative Issues

Do policies permit necessary searching Do policies permit necessary searching 
and monitoring?and monitoring?

Does company culture pose obstacles to Does company culture pose obstacles to 
investigation?investigation?

Were sufficient logging and forensic Were sufficient logging and forensic 
capabilities performed?capabilities performed?



Results of InvestigationResults of Investigation

Audit logs show large FTP file transfers Audit logs show large FTP file transfers 
shortly before former employees left (late shortly before former employees left (late 
at night)at night)

Match file sizes to current patient trial Match file sizes to current patient trial 
data filesdata files

Laptops show both transfers of data to Laptops show both transfers of data to 
removable storage devices and deletions removable storage devices and deletions 
(no wiping software though)(no wiping software though)



Results of InvestigationResults of Investigation

Forensic review shows entire drive of Forensic review shows entire drive of 
laptop appears to have been copied by laptop appears to have been copied by 
former employee who had laptop former employee who had laptop 
containing PHI filescontaining PHI files

Additionally, data from current patient Additionally, data from current patient 
trials, which also includes PHI, appears trials, which also includes PHI, appears 
to have been stolento have been stolen



HIPAAHIPAA

PharmCo is a HIPAA health care provider PharmCo is a HIPAA health care provider 
covered entity because it is directly conducting covered entity because it is directly conducting 
clinical trials.clinical trials.

PharmCo is also a PBM acting as a business PharmCo is also a PBM acting as a business 
associate of health plans.associate of health plans.

Theft of data implicates both Privacy and Theft of data implicates both Privacy and 
Security Rules.Security Rules.

The “little Security Rule”:  Section 164.530(c)The “little Security Rule”:  Section 164.530(c)



Security Rule:Security Rule:
The Four CommandmentsThe Four Commandments

Section 164.306(a) provides four general Section 164.306(a) provides four general 
requirements, which give rise to more specific requirements, which give rise to more specific 
standards and implementation specifications.standards and implementation specifications.

A covered entity must:A covered entity must:
(1)(1) Ensure the confidentiality, integrity and Ensure the confidentiality, integrity and 

availability of all electronic PHI the CE availability of all electronic PHI the CE 
creates, receives, maintains or transmits.creates, receives, maintains or transmits.

Did PharmCo “ensure confidentiality?”Did PharmCo “ensure confidentiality?”



Security Rule CommandmentsSecurity Rule Commandments

(2)(2) Protect against any reasonably Protect against any reasonably 
anticipated threats or hazards to the anticipated threats or hazards to the 
security or integrity of electronic PHI. security or integrity of electronic PHI. 
•• Could the data theft have been Could the data theft have been 

“reasonably anticipated”?“reasonably anticipated”?
Risk analysis (164.308(a)(1)(ii)(A))Risk analysis (164.308(a)(1)(ii)(A))
Risk management (164.308(a)(1)(ii)(B))Risk management (164.308(a)(1)(ii)(B))
Workforce clearance procedure Workforce clearance procedure 
(164.308(a)(3)(ii)(B))(164.308(a)(3)(ii)(B))



Security Rule CommandmentsSecurity Rule Commandments

(3)(3) Protect against any reasonably Protect against any reasonably 
anticipated threats or hazards that are anticipated threats or hazards that are 
not permitted or required under Privacy not permitted or required under Privacy 
Rule.Rule.

Disclosure by employees would violate Disclosure by employees would violate 
Privacy RulePrivacy Rule
But could the actions have been But could the actions have been 
“reasonably anticipated”?“reasonably anticipated”?
Information system activity review Information system activity review 
(164.308(a)(1)(ii)(D))(164.308(a)(1)(ii)(D))
Workforce authorization and/or Workforce authorization and/or 
supervision (164.308(a)(3)(ii)(A))supervision (164.308(a)(3)(ii)(A))



Security Rule CommandmentsSecurity Rule Commandments

(4)(4) Ensure compliance with Security Rule by Ensure compliance with Security Rule by 
workforce.workforce.

Sanction policy (164.308(a)(1)(ii)(C))Sanction policy (164.308(a)(1)(ii)(C))
How far is a covered entity expected How far is a covered entity expected 
to go to “ensure” compliance?to go to “ensure” compliance?



Reasonable and AppropriateReasonable and Appropriate

For addressable implementation For addressable implementation 
specifications, CE must determine whether specifications, CE must determine whether 
the measure is “reasonable and appropriate,” the measure is “reasonable and appropriate,” 
taking into account:taking into account:

CE’s size, complexity and capabilitiesCE’s size, complexity and capabilities
CE’s technical infrastructure, hardware CE’s technical infrastructure, hardware 
and software capabilitiesand software capabilities
CostCost
Probability and criticality of potential risksProbability and criticality of potential risks



California Civil Code Section 1798.82California Civil Code Section 1798.82

FirstFirst--ofof--itsits--kind California security breach kind California security breach 
reporting law, requiring:reporting law, requiring:

any person or business conducting business any person or business conducting business 
in Californiain California
must report any breach of securitymust report any breach of security
resulting in disclosure to an unauthorized resulting in disclosure to an unauthorized 
personperson
of personal information in electronic formof personal information in electronic form



Contracting IssuesContracting Issues

PharmCo’s obligation to report incident PharmCo’s obligation to report incident 
under business associate agreementunder business associate agreement

Has PharmCo agreed to “security incident” Has PharmCo agreed to “security incident” 
reporting?reporting?
Coordinating notification process under Coordinating notification process under 
Cal. Civ. Code Section 1798.82Cal. Civ. Code Section 1798.82



Class Action LawsuitsClass Action Lawsuits

Remedies under Cal. Civ. CodeRemedies under Cal. Civ. Code
Section 1798.82Section 1798.82
-- an invitation to class action lawsuitsan invitation to class action lawsuits

HIPAA Security Rule as a standard of care in HIPAA Security Rule as a standard of care in 
civil litigationcivil litigation



HIPAA Security and HIPAA Security and 
CybercrimeCybercrime
Michael A. Falzano, Chief Michael A. Falzano, Chief 

Compliance OfficerCompliance Officer
The TriZetto Group, Inc.The TriZetto Group, Inc.



AgendaAgenda

WELCOME!WELCOME!

Cybercrime ‘101’Cybercrime ‘101’
HIPAA security risk frameworkHIPAA security risk framework
Elements of an effective compliance Elements of an effective compliance 
programprogram



CybercrimeCybercrime
Cybercrime is unlawful activity that Cybercrime is unlawful activity that 
involves the use of computers and related involves the use of computers and related 
technologiestechnologies

Some examples:Some examples:
Unauthorized access                        Unauthorized access                        

Theft/piracyTheft/piracy
Inappropriate disclosure                  Inappropriate disclosure                  
SabotageSabotage

FraudFraud
StalkingStalking



Unauthorized Access Unauthorized Access 
Piracy/Theft

•Data
•Intellectual Property

•Money
•Identity

Unauthorized
Access

Sabotage

•Denial of  service
•Destruction of  

infrastructure and 
data

Inappropriate
Disclosure



Computer Crime and Security Computer Crime and Security 
SurveySurvey

CSI/FBI jointly conduct annual survey CSI/FBI jointly conduct annual survey --
available at www.gocsi.comavailable at www.gocsi.com
Over 500 security professionals surveyedOver 500 security professionals surveyed
Highlights of Survey 2003Highlights of Survey 2003

Risk of cybercrime remains highRisk of cybercrime remains high
Even the most “secure” entities can incur Even the most “secure” entities can incur 
losseslosses
Information theft caused greatest Information theft caused greatest 
financial loss, followed by denial of financial loss, followed by denial of 

i fi i fi d fi i l f d



Cost of CybercrimeCost of Cybercrime

Industries are quantifying cost of Industries are quantifying cost of 
cybercrimecybercrime
Increased awareness will improve Increased awareness will improve 
reporting reporting 
Information to date is incomplete due to:Information to date is incomplete due to:

Lack of uniform reporting Lack of uniform reporting 
Some cybercrimes can’t be easily costed Some cybercrimes can’t be easily costed 
outout

i.e., what is real cost of a security breach i.e., what is real cost of a security breach 
h l i di l f PHI?th t lt i di l f PHI?



Psychosocial Factors in Psychosocial Factors in 
CybercrimeCybercrime

AngerAnger
RevengeRevenge
GreedGreed
CuriosityCuriosity
Recognition/infamyRecognition/infamy
Beliefs, religion, politics, ideology etc. Beliefs, religion, politics, ideology etc. 
Control Control 
ObsessionObsession



Who Commits Cybercrimes?Who Commits Cybercrimes?
Employees*Employees*
TerroristsTerrorists
Organized crime membersOrganized crime members
StudentsStudents
Competitors Competitors 
Anyone can (‘8 Anyone can (‘8 –– 80’ years old) 80’ years old) 

* Some studies show that over 75% of computer * Some studies show that over 75% of computer 
crimes are committed by employees.  Others crimes are committed by employees.  Others 
show less stunning, but still significant show less stunning, but still significant 



Computers and CybercrimeComputers and Cybercrime
Perpetrator“Perpetrator”

Target or “victim”
of cybercrime“Witness”

“Victim”



What’s In What’s In YourYour
Computer System ?Computer System ?

AssetsAssets
Hardware/softwareHardware/software
Intellectual propertyIntellectual property
Business and financial plansBusiness and financial plans
Prospect/customer listsProspect/customer lists
Your customer’s dataYour customer’s data
IndividualIndividual--specific informationspecific information

Protected Health Information Protected Health Information 
(PHI/HIPAA)(PHI/HIPAA)



What To Focus On?What To Focus On?

Look at your company from all sidesLook at your company from all sides
Internal threats from disgruntled current Internal threats from disgruntled current 
or former: or former: 

EmployeesEmployees
CustomersCustomers
Plan members or patients  Plan members or patients  

External threats External threats 
Business competitorsBusiness competitors
Individuals looking for targets to prove Individuals looking for targets to prove 
they can find a vulnerabilitythey can find a vulnerability



HIPAA Security HIPAA Security –– High LevelHigh Level

Ensure Ensure CIA CIA of electronic PHIof electronic PHI
CConfidentialityonfidentiality
IIntegrityntegrity
AAvailabilityvailability

Protect “against reasonably” anticipated Protect “against reasonably” anticipated 
threats/hazardsthreats/hazards
Protect “against reasonably” anticipated Protect “against reasonably” anticipated 
uses/disclosuresuses/disclosures
Ensure compliance by workforce Ensure compliance by workforce 



HIPAA Security Risk HIPAA Security Risk 
Assessment FrameworkAssessment Framework

•Employees
•Plan Members

•Patients 
•Business Partners

•Customers

Identity
Thieves

Terrorists

Rogue

Hackers

Competitors

Think inside and outside your circle!



HIPAA Security Risk HIPAA Security Risk 
Assessment FrameworkAssessment Framework

What’s between your ears?

•Security Management Process
•Workforce Security

•Policies & Procedures
•Awareness and Training 

•Compliance Program
•Designated Security Office

•Incident Procedures 
•Monitoring /Enforcement 

•Contingency Plans
•Sanctions

DEFENSE

Identify and assess your 
administrative safeguards/vulnerabilities!



HIPAA Security Risk HIPAA Security Risk 
Assessment FrameworkAssessment Framework

Identify and assess your 
physical safeguards/vulnerabilities!

What’s between your 
walls and doors? 

DEFENSE

•Facility Access Controls
•Workstation Use/Security 
•Device and Media controls



HIPAA Security Risk HIPAA Security Risk 
Assessment FrameworkAssessment Framework

Identify and assess your 
technological  safeguards/vulnerabilities!

What controls are in your 
systems and networks?

•Access  Controls
•Audit Controls

• Integrity
•Person/Entity Authentication

•Transmission Security 

DEFENSE



Access Control is Key to Access Control is Key to 
HIPAA Security HIPAA Security 

Piracy/Theft
•Data

•Intellectual Property
•Money
•Identity

Sabotage

•Denial of  service
•Destruction of  

infrastructure and 
data

Inappropriate
Disclosure

Access Controls

STOP
•Administrative Safeguards

•Technical Safeguards
• Physical Safeguards



A Word About Regulatory A Word About Regulatory 
EnforcementEnforcement

Per Interim Final Enforcement RulePer Interim Final Enforcement Rule
OCR and CMS want to promote OCR and CMS want to promote 
voluntary compliancevoluntary compliance

Guidance and technical assistanceGuidance and technical assistance
Plan to adopt Office of Inspector General Plan to adopt Office of Inspector General 
(OIG) approach as “platform”(OIG) approach as “platform”

Having an effective security compliance Having an effective security compliance 
program is evidence of voluntary program is evidence of voluntary 
compliancecompliance



Effective Compliance ProgramEffective Compliance Program

Excerpt from Federal Sentencing Excerpt from Federal Sentencing 
GuidelinesGuidelines

“An effective compliance program means a program “An effective compliance program means a program 
that has been that has been reasonablyreasonably designed, implemented and designed, implemented and 
enforced so that it enforced so that it generally generally will be effective in will be effective in 
preventing and detecting criminal conduct. Failure to preventing and detecting criminal conduct. Failure to 
prevent or detect the instant offense, by itself, does not prevent or detect the instant offense, by itself, does not 
mean that the program was not effective. The hallmark mean that the program was not effective. The hallmark 
of an effective program is that the organization of an effective program is that the organization 
exercises due diligence in seeking to prevent and detectexercises due diligence in seeking to prevent and detect
criminal conduct by its employees and other agents.” criminal conduct by its employees and other agents.” 



Compliance Program BasicsCompliance Program Basics
Federal Sentencing Guidelines  is industry Federal Sentencing Guidelines  is industry 

standardstandard

Focus on criminal conduct but generally Focus on criminal conduct but generally 
applicable applicable 
Corporate “good citizenship” modelCorporate “good citizenship” model
Does not offer precise detailsDoes not offer precise details
One size does not fit all One size does not fit all 
Go to http://www. ussc.gov for detailed Go to http://www. ussc.gov for detailed 
explanation (Chapter 8)explanation (Chapter 8)



Compliance Program Compliance Program 
ElementsElements

1.1. Standards, policies and procedures Standards, policies and procedures 
2.2. Executive oversightExecutive oversight
3.3. “Due care” in delegating authority“Due care” in delegating authority
4.4. Communication and training Communication and training 

plans/programsplans/programs
5.5. Monitoring/auditing programMonitoring/auditing program
6.6. Consistent enforcement of standardsConsistent enforcement of standards
7.7. Reasonable approach to incident Reasonable approach to incident 

response and preventionresponse and prevention



Closing PointsClosing Points
Security enables privacySecurity enables privacy
Don’t wait until security rule compliance Don’t wait until security rule compliance 
deadline to actdeadline to act
HIPAA security standards nicely mirror HIPAA security standards nicely mirror 
elements of an effective compliance elements of an effective compliance 
programprogram
Build a security risk management and Build a security risk management and 
compliance program that is:compliance program that is:

CustomizedCustomized
DynamicDynamic



Incident Response PlanningIncident Response Planning
Response cannot be ad hocResponse cannot be ad hoc
Response team should be: Security, Legal, Forensic, Press Response team should be: Security, Legal, Forensic, Press 
Relations, InsuranceRelations, Insurance
Designate key personnel and regularity of meetingsDesignate key personnel and regularity of meetings

Identify anticipated issues, sensitive systems Identify anticipated issues, sensitive systems -- think about think about 
mergers and acquisitions and integrationmergers and acquisitions and integration

Determine reporting posture and obligationsDetermine reporting posture and obligations

Plan Trigger Plan Trigger -- What sets the plan into motionWhat sets the plan into motion

Identify Outside Support Identify Outside Support -- forensic and legalforensic and legal



Sample PresentationSample Presentation



Sample PresentationSample Presentation



Designating PersonnelDesignating Personnel
Create team from IT Security Staff, Counsel’s Office, Press Create team from IT Security Staff, Counsel’s Office, Press 

or Investor relations.  Meet in peacetime.  A crisis is no time or Investor relations.  Meet in peacetime.  A crisis is no time 
for introductions or background briefing!for introductions or background briefing!

Issues to know:Issues to know:

Who has access to the network?  Who has access to the network?  

Extent of authorizations?Extent of authorizations?

What types of logs or backup copies are available?What types of logs or backup copies are available?

What types of preventive forensics have we done?What types of preventive forensics have we done?

What range of options do our internal policies permit?What range of options do our internal policies permit?



Issues for CounselIssues for Counsel

Does incident create potential liability to customers, shareholdDoes incident create potential liability to customers, shareholders, ers, 
downstream sources?downstream sources?
What level of due diligence is required to avoid liability if thWhat level of due diligence is required to avoid liability if the incident e incident 
escalates?escalates?
If Internal Investigation If Internal Investigation -- should it be under supervision of counsel’s office? should it be under supervision of counsel’s office? 
Any internal investigation must be in compliance with corporate Any internal investigation must be in compliance with corporate policies policies 
and applicable lawsand applicable laws
Will litigation be necessary to find out who is responsible? JohWill litigation be necessary to find out who is responsible? John Doe suits? n Doe suits? 
Should a criminal referral be made?Should a criminal referral be made?
Are there reporting obligations? To whom?Are there reporting obligations? To whom?



Most Most CybercrimeCybercrime CasesCases
Should we call law enforcement?Should we call law enforcement?

How will the government’s involvement help us?How will the government’s involvement help us?
How will the government’s involvement hurt us?How will the government’s involvement hurt us?

When should we call?When should we call?
What do we know about the conduct?What do we know about the conduct?
How would we want to investigate the conduct?How would we want to investigate the conduct?
What’s the actual or potential value of the loss?What’s the actual or potential value of the loss?
Are our own remedies inadequate?Are our own remedies inadequate?

What should we say?What should we say?
Not the 911 modelNot the 911 model
Do we want civil investigation/lawsuit to continue?Do we want civil investigation/lawsuit to continue?



Do you want to call the Do you want to call the 
Government?Government?

YESYES

Sends powerful message to wouldSends powerful message to would--be be 
predators predators -- we will report youwe will report you
CostCost--effectiveeffective
Government has powerful tools Government has powerful tools -- Search Search 
Warrants, Grand Jury Warrants, Grand Jury -- versus voluntary versus voluntary 
production of documents in discoveryproduction of documents in discovery
Get mandatory restitution for low Get mandatory restitution for low 
investment (MVRA)investment (MVRA)
Low likelihood of civil recoveryLow likelihood of civil recovery
Bad publicity from lawsuitBad publicity from lawsuit
It’s a crime, it’s the right thing to do.It’s a crime, it’s the right thing to do.

NONO

Government may move slowlyGovernment may move slowly

Exposing internal Exposing internal 
workings/informationworkings/information

Potential bad publicityPotential bad publicity

Lose control over matterLose control over matter

Disruption of our business Disruption of our business 

Potential unclean handsPotential unclean hands

Coordination/ Interference Coordination/ Interference 
IssuesIssues



Incident Response Practice Incident Response Practice 
Pointers Pointers 

OverreactingOverreacting
Failure to be very specific (tech staffFailure to be very specific (tech staff--lawyer miscommunication)lawyer miscommunication)

Scanned, probed, attack, denial of service, back doors, Scanned, probed, attack, denial of service, back doors, trojanstrojans
Don’t confuse an intrusion with a fishing schemeDon’t confuse an intrusion with a fishing scheme

Failing to follow response plan, if one existsFailing to follow response plan, if one exists
Failing to look at text of policiesFailing to look at text of policies
Failing to keep track of response actionsFailing to keep track of response actions
Premature notifications Premature notifications -- cannot cannot unringunring the bellthe bell

Proof of specifics and scope of illegal conductProof of specifics and scope of illegal conduct
Understanding of loss issuesUnderstanding of loss issues

Failure to follow forensic proceduresFailure to follow forensic procedures
Failure to involve counsel’s office at the early stagesFailure to involve counsel’s office at the early stages



Mistakes Mistakes -- Criminal ReferralsCriminal Referrals
Calling Law Enforcement too soonCalling Law Enforcement too soon

Proof of specifics and scope of illegal conductProof of specifics and scope of illegal conduct
Understanding of loss issuesUnderstanding of loss issues
Proof of urgencyProof of urgency

Cold callingCold calling
Focusing on only one law enforcement entityFocusing on only one law enforcement entity

Many federal agenciesMany federal agencies
HiHi--Tech crime task forcesTech crime task forces
Call the right person, get a champion Call the right person, get a champion 

Failing to identify the evidence that needs to preserved.Failing to identify the evidence that needs to preserved.
Waiting for government responseWaiting for government response
Failing to coordinate ALL subsequent activityFailing to coordinate ALL subsequent activity



Mistakes Mistakes -- Civil InvestigationsCivil Investigations
Assuming you have civil powers you do not haveAssuming you have civil powers you do not have

Federal discovery is not immediateFederal discovery is not immediate
Some states are much better than others for preSome states are much better than others for pre--litigation and litigation and 
postpost--litigation discoverylitigation discovery

Not understanding ISP notification policyNot understanding ISP notification policy
ISPs will not notify subscriber based on government requestISPs will not notify subscriber based on government request
ISPs WILL notify subscriber in response to civil subpoenaISPs WILL notify subscriber in response to civil subpoena

Not thinking creativelyNot thinking creatively
Many lawful and helpful solutionsMany lawful and helpful solutions

Investigative solutions Investigative solutions -- webweb--bugs, cookiesbugs, cookies
ConsentConsent

Internal Cases need external assistanceInternal Cases need external assistance
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